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Abstract: Architectural science aims to understand the complex relationships of architectural systems to 
their environment. Environmental scientists can infer a specie’s ability to adapt to different environments 
through a knowledge of the species and detailed data about its environment. Developmental biologists 
can then untangle how the organism developed from its DNA genotype to its adult phenotype. 
Furthermore, researchers in evolutionary development can tell us how the species evolved to support its 
self in that environment. Revisiting these terms in the face of radically changing architectural design and 
practice is necessary to evaluate their appropriate use in current digital workflows and their potential 
impact on the source theory in the domain of biology. Morphogenetic prototyping (MP) positions the 
evolutionary development of biological systems as an analogue to understand complex hierarchical 
systems in architecture and their relationship to their environment. In this way MP provides a framework 
for us to understand the implications of architecture’s adaptation throughout its historical development, 
framed in its vernacular context. This paper proposes a multi-directional methodology for the phenotypic 
and genotypic description of the A3 Adelaide house to support morphogenetic prototyping of 
environmentally homeostatic architecture at a genotypic level. 
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1. Introduction 
Architectural science reveals the complex inter-related systems that make up architectural designs and 
their relationship to their environmental context. In parallel, Biologists seek to understand the systems of 
the natural world. The generated understanding can then be represented as rules and knowledge that 
can be used to provide a greater global understanding of our natural world. It would therefore seem 
attractive to incorporate theory from these domains into architectural discourse to better understand 
architecture as a system strongly related to its environments. However, the process of appropriating 
external theory into architecture is fraught with challenges. Ostwald (1999) defines three methods (Figure 
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1), by which architecture appropriates external theory in order to construct ‘architectural theory’. These 
include ‘uni-directional’ appropriation; where the theory is taken from the source discipline and then 
appropriated in architecture. The main challenge with this approach is that the source theory ‘loses its 
original meaning in the process of translation and translocation’ (Ostwald, 1999). At the same time the 
appropriator dangerously believes that the original theory is ‘pure’ and ‘untainted by contact from other 
disciplines’ (Ostwald, 1999). Another concern is that even if the meaning is preserved, the source concept 
could change or be disproved in the future with new research in the source discipline. Biomimetics 
(Menges, 2012) (Gebeshuber, Gruber, and Drack, 2009) (J. Vincent, 2014) provide an example of the 
typical focus of taking ideas from biological systems and integrating these solutions in architecture.  

 

 

Figure 1: Ostwald’s three classifications for theory appropriation in architecture (diagram by authors) 
 

As Pedersen Zari (2010) discusses in depth, biomimicry on an ecosystem level provides a fertile 
opportunity to mitigate climate change through the adaptation of the built environment. It is therefore 
essential that we find ways to appropriate these ideas without the limitations of uni-directional 
appropriation. Alternatively, hybrid appropriation creates a new hybrid theory from both the original 
source and architectural theory. The challenge with this approach is that the hybrid theory loses its 
connection to its original discipline. Ostwald describes a third multi-directional appropriation in Figure 1 
which is a hybrid product of architectural theory on either an already hybridized theory or an ‘impure’ 
source theory. Ostwald defines this as ‘multi’ directional because the cycle of hybridizing hybrid theory 
can continue as described by the arrow connecting the hybrid and multi-directional in Figure 1. There are 
several motivations for researchers to appropriate theory from other disciplines. These cover the 
negative; a need to legitimize the research or confuse the observer in order to create ‘mystique’ (Ostwald, 
1999). As well as the positive; helping to explain and transmit knowledge. Our research aims to extend 
these positive motivations in both directions to construct an interdisciplinary bridge to support the 
transmittance of knowledge in architecture through a biological lens and vice versa. However, uni-
directional appropriation is common in architectural theory. This is a limitation of current thinking, as it 
brings about a solutions rather than systems integration focus (McGinley, Fotia, and Abroe, 2015). We 
need to focus on system models more than biomimicry of the mechanisms and features of the final 
phenotype. We need system models from other disciplines that we can apply in architecture (Azizkhani, 
2015) (Zavoleas, 2015).  
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Figure 2: An alternative multi-dimensional theory appropriation model for architecture 
 
The challenge is therefore to construct a hybrid theory that contains concepts appropriated from other 
disciplines that can support architectural science and embrace the nuances of architecture without losing 
the connection with the core conceptual components of its scientific source theory. To address this 
challenge, an alternative to Ostwald’s definitions for architectural theory appropriation is described in 
Figure 2 as a ‘multi-dimensional’ appropriation. The aim is that the translated theory would be useful in 
both the source and appropriating discipline. Whilst some loss of meaning in interpretation is 
unavoidable, the multi-dimensional approach aims to minimise it. This is achieved by breaking the theory 
down into components that can be fed back into the source discipline and ‘refreshed’ to reduce the loss 
of meaning and potential feedback and replication of interpretation errors in architectural discourse. To 
achieve this, the first step is to be explicit about what concepts we are appropriating. 

5. Phenotype and Genotype 
The phenotype and genotype have been previously discussed in architecture through the lens of genetic 
algorithms (Maher and Poon, 1994) (Damsky and Gero, 1997). This paper seeks to revisit these terms in 
their source discipline. In biology a phenotype describes an organism’s observable traits that can be 
measured. These observable traits are the result of genotypic expression. In this way the traits that we 
can observe in an animal or plant can be thought of as the result of the expression of genes. Before 
biologists could sequence (read) an organism’s genotype directly they had to infer the expression of genes 
by making comparisons of similar phenotypes. Developmental biology knowledge has itself grown from 
being able to make phenotypic observations through comparative biology combined with an 
understanding of the role of genes in the development of the organism. In comparison to architecture, 
the challenge is that we are still in the process of identifying and comparing (pheno)types and have not 
yet progressed to a genotypic analysis. Traditionally in biology the relationship between these concepts 
is expressed as:  

genotype + environment → phenotype 

Therefore, if we know the phenotype (presuming that we take this to be an architectural typology) 
and we imagine that we could encode the influence of the environment, the bit left over must be the 
genotype. So the equation above could be rearranged as: 

Architectural (pheno)type – environment → (Architectural) genotype 

So what is a multi-dimensional theory appropriation methodology for architecture and design? We 
introduce one here called Morphogenetic Prototyping (McGinley, Hoshi, and Iacopetta, 2015). We first 
seek to present an agreed definition of architectural typology, which when hybridized with the biological 
concept of phenotype results in the definition of an architectural phenotype. With a fixed (pheno)type 
and environment established, it should then be possible to ‘reverse engineer’ the architectural genotype. 
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3. Morphogenetic Prototyping  
Architectural science requires that architecture is possible to analyze from a variety of perspectives. Much 
contemporary architectural modelling effort requires the explicit definition of each unique element in the 
building. As such, contemporary architecture is largely drawn component by component i.e. wall by wall 
rather than space by space for instance. At the same time, despite our large combined collective 
experience as architects, we find ourselves ‘starting from scratch’ with each project. In developmental 
biology the distinction between the phenotype and the genotype is well suited to the scientific method 
as it enables scientists to ‘knock out’ or ‘knock in’ specific genes and observe their effect on the 
development of the organism.  An alternative approach for architecture would be to start with a rough 
typological sketch. Which in a way is what experienced designers have as tacit knowledge in their heads. 
In the unidirectional theory of Morphogenetic Engineering (ME) (Rene Doursat et al., 2012), engineered 
objects are conceptualized as if they had developed like organisms. Morphogenetic Prototyping 
(McGinley, Hoshi, et al., 2015), extends the uni-directional ME theory with architecture to form a hybrid 
theory. In this paper we propose to further extend Morphogenetic Prototyping into a multi-dimensional 
theory that supports transferable explicit and transferable concepts to provide shared understanding 
(Saad and Maher, 1996). These will include the hierarchies and levels of detail (LOD) of contemporary 
architecture through building information modelling (BIM) as analogous to the concept of stages of 
developmental biology (McGinley, 2015). This supports the appropriation of the phenotype and genotype 
concepts with architectural typologies into a multi-dimensional architectural theory. This paper aims to 
achieve a reconceptualization of architectural typology through the scientific concepts of phenotype and 
genotype to illustrate an alternative approach to theory appropriation in architecture. This invokes the 
conundrum that typology could be useful to support decision making and modelling in the design process 
if only, we knew: (1) the ideal or normal for that typology; (2) the other potential solutions; (3) the success 
of previous solutions and (4) how to present this to the designer in a non-confusing way.  

4. Architectural typology 
So what is ‘type’ in reference to architecture? Even within the architectural community no consensus has 
been reached in answer to this question. Robinson (1994, p. 178)  notes that in architecture ‘type is often 
used as if there were only one way to categorize buildings’. According to Newton (1991), Bannister 
Fletcher saw architecture as ‘an almost Naturalistic phenomenon’ (1991, p. 49) influenced by late 
nineteenth century science, with three classes of type arising:  building types resulting from social 
activities; formal types resulting from plan; and constructional types resulting from constructional 
method. Australian architectural historian Phillip Goad defines type as a ‘universally accepted building 
form drawn from history and merged into a timeless canon, supported by the fiction of a morphological 
perfection attributed to each ‘species’ of building’ (1988, p. 56). However Argan, (1996, p. 244) states that 
type is tied to both a building’s configuration and its functions. Architects make use of known types in 
their designs because they are tried and tested. Crowe (1984) notes that cultural traditions are 
transmitted through forms which are strong enough to take precedence over an individual architect’s self-
expression. That said, if architectural types are not changed in any way they risk becoming redundant and 
typological thinking can become a barrier to problem solving rather than a stimulus to it (Symes, 1994, p. 
189).   

The architect’s role is seen as one of performing operations on existing typologies according to 
Francescato (1994, p. 260). These operations may accept the type, diverge from it or generate a new type. 
If buildings are culture and place specific then, when the culture changes, the buildings should change as 
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well, either by demolition, adaptation or the changing of the dominant meaning the culture attaches to 
that particular physical form. The challenge with the architectural typology concept is that it is stored in 
the material architecture. Whilst this provides a good way to maintain architectural typologies and 
support the vernacular, it makes our challenge to identify an appropriate response to the contemporary 
conditions more challenging. A solution would be a rigorous global typological taxonomy for architectural 
‘species’. These species could be thought of as composed of basic genotypes that could respond to 
environmental conditions. These would provide conceptual ‘building blocks’ for architecture. The 
following section seeks to identify complex and nuanced typological models to support the scientific study 
of architecture and provide opportunities to develop a clearer understanding of architectural typology.  

6. Architectural phenotype 
We have seen in the previous section that in biology the phenotype is the measurable result of genotypic 
expression within a specific environment. Maher and Poon (1994) describe the phenotype as both a living 
organism and biological system but also suggest in their investigation of the use of genetic algorithms in 
architecture that it could be thought of as a ‘design solution for a design system’. We previously 
rearranged the equation to reflect that in architecture we know the environment and the phenotype at 
least for single instances, therefore we are searching for the genotype. Whilst this initially does not seem 
to be very helpful, we know that this is similar to early genetic research in biology. Therefore, robust 
phenotypic and environmental models could help us identify architectural genotypes. The previous 
section on architectural typology demonstrated that there are many ways to measure and define types: 
building, formal and constructional types. It seems from these that building type categorized by social 
activity is the most relevant to our research here. It is also important therefore to remove ourselves from 
the idea of an ideal type, as a real architectural phenotype is not complete without its environment. In 
that sense the architectural phenotype must be more than a specific instance, it must be a container that 
could potentially house the appropriate social activities required of it in a specific environment.  

Architects must acknowledge the changing nature of society and its demands. Therefore, architectural 
(pheno)types are only useful as long as they evolve with society. Architectural type may present problems 
however, including that of being contextually neutral. Type can ignore cultural, geographical, climatic and 
individual’s needs by becoming standardised (Franck, 1994, p. 352), for example, a design for a house may 
be repeated irrespective of place, culture, climate or inhabitant’s needs. This is not to say that the 
standardized (pheno)type does not have genes. It is that the phenotype does not have the plasticity to 
adapt to context. Maybe the plasticity in this sense is the skill of the designer. In biology, phenotypic 
classification is made from empirical observations by comparing organisms’ physical appearance to each 
other using phylogenetic trees. PhyloXML (Zmasek, 2016) provides a common schema for describing 
species and their relationships to each other, it would be possible to adapt or extend it for use in 
architecture. The following text describes a South Australia Type A3 (Johnson, 1983) in the PhyloXML 
format. It demonstrates that it should be possible for the architectural implementation of PhyloXML to 
be extended as required to support the representation of architectural phenotypes. 

 
<phyloxml xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance 
xsi:schemaLocation=http://www.phyloxml.org http://www.phyloxml.org/1.10/phyloxml.xsd 
xmlns="http://www.phyloxml.org"> 

<phylogeny rooted="true"> 
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<name>South Australian House Type A3</name> 
<description>Double fronted, four room</description> 
<clade><name>Type A</name></clade> 

</phylogeny> 
</phyloxml> 
 

Implementation of this schema in architecture would require that we identify the phylogenetic clade 
(branch) of architecture that the architectural phenotype belongs to. Having constructed this phylogenetic 
tree it would then be theoretically possible to identify the ‘design genes’ (Gero and Kazakov, 1998) as 
architectural genotypes. From an evolutionary perspective successful developmental processes are 
referred to as ‘conserved’ processes. It would then be possible to identify where a particular conserved 
process originated from. From an Adelaide house perspective that moves the attention from the walls 
and floors to the social activities. Focusing on the why not the what. 

From a BIM perspective the architectural model can be viewed as a hierarchy. This hierarchy 
branches out from the elemental building node, to different floor definitions, spaces and material 
elements within the building. Much contemporary modelling effort requires the explicit definition of each 
unique element in the design process. Whereas visual programming tools for architects such as 
Grasshopper and Dynamo point to more dynamic approaches to control architecture; they do not provide 
a metaphor to help us to interpret, manipulate and control the design of architecture. We therefore 
require a metaphor to support the standardised abstract system of systems representation of 
architecture. This would allow us to make use of historical typologically relevant post occupancy 
evaluation data in new or adaptive reuse projects for instance. In biology this happens by mutation of 
genes and creating multiple copies of genes, to adopt differing functions and have redundancy inbuilt to 
the system.  

 
Figure 3: Drosohila Melanogaster mapped to a typical Adelaide cottage (McGinley, Fotia, et al., 2015)

  
As an example, Figure 3 describes a phenotypic comparison of the fruitfly (Drosophila Melanogaster) 

and the typical Adelaide house. The translation of the drosophila body plan to the Adelaide house involves 
an expansion of the thorax and head (sensing) organs and a reduction of the abdomen. The design genes 
that could be extracted from this include those which influence both the morphological and behavioural 
characteristics of the phenotype, or in architectural parlance - form and function, or, spatial and social. 
The purpose of such phenotypic mappings is to enable the inference of genes for architecture typologies 
from comparable biological systems. 
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7. Environment 
In Australia, using AURIN (Australian Urban Research Infrastructure Network) map (NCRIS, 2016), it is 
possible to see recorded sightings for many biological species. When these geo-referenced sightings are 
referenced to the seasons and the available resources and environment, it is possible to understand why 
they are where they are and how to conserve them in the future. The taxonomic organisation of nature 
supports this type of conservation and analysis. This is typically described in Phylogenetic trees. 
Phylogenetic trees describe a gene, species or trait. Traditionally, they were developed based on the 
morphological (phenotypic) characteristics of species, much like architecture is classified today. We 
previously posited that it may be possible to identify the genotypes of architecture by establishing an 
architectural phenotype and then subtracting the environment from it. The form of the phenotype was 
discussed in the previous section however it is unclear what the environment would be in this case and 
how it would best be represented and responded to by the phenotype. An architectural (pheno)type 
database like the bimimetic ontology proposed by Vincent (2014) might be the appropriate. This could 
make use of environmental data sets that might be relevant to architecture. Most approaches to applying 
biological knowledge in architecture do not focus on addressing a phenotypic and genotypic classification 
system. A potential exception is Foreign Office Architects book Phylogenesis (Foreign Office Architects, 
2003) which charts FOA’s projects as a phylogenetic tree. However we have not seen this approach taken 
for an architectural (pheno)type. This is therefore an area for future investigation. 

8. Architectural genotype 
 ‘The [architectural] types that are physically created support and promote the values, social relationships, 
and patterns of activities that are dominant in that society at that time’ (Franck, 1994, p. 345). Hence it is 
only when the dominant values of a society change that the types of buildings can change. It therefore 
matters where the genotype is stored. Is it cultural, inside the user, the environment, the designer or 
encapsulated in our common understanding of the architectural typology as a conveyer of cultural values? 
Hillier (2007) presents the idea of architectural genotypes as an underlying spatial logic of architecture. In 
this sense the phenotype is the material architecture. In biology the phenotype is the result of the 
genotype and epigenetic and non-inherited environmental factors. The biological phenotype’s 
evolutionary response is imprinted in the organism’s DNA genotype. In addition, the organism’s 
‘phenotypic plasticity’ - or ability to adapt to its environment during its development – would need to be 
accommodated in a genotypical description of architectural typologies. From an architectural perspective, 
Gero and Kazakov (1998) presented the idea of ‘design genes’ which they proposed could be used to 
inform spatial organisation. Architectural genotypes could provide a wholly new way of looking at 
architecture. Causing the questioning of what we consider to be the base unit of architecture. In 
contemporary digital modelling it is typically the wall, floor or some other material container of space.  
BIM can extend this to the level of rooms, to provide a hierarchical model of the phenotype, which is 
equally exceptionally well supported in space syntax. However, is there an alternative fundamental unit 
of architecture that we could use to retain control of architecture as the environment it sits in become 
increasingly complex? 
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Figure 1: Screenshot describing how the genotypes might express in the typical Adelaide house 
(McGinley, Fotia, et al., 2015) 

9. Discussion 
The idea that an architectural phenotype would contain the ‘ghosts’ of every instance of an architectural 
typology, requires that we develop less rigid models of that typology. These new quantum ‘ghost’ 
typologies require a different way of considering the base units of architecture. One way to resolve this is 
to think of an architectural site as being filled with equally spaced virtual agents that have not yet decided 
if they are outside or inside. These agents will contain the appropriate number of genes to define the 
architectural typology, but some of these will turned on and some will be off. So how would this resolve 
itself in architecture? The floating agents would start to absorb the environmental information and 
express their architectural genotypes in response to those environmental stimuli. The blurred boundaries 
between different typologies in this concept are described as a pseudo phenotypic plasticity, which as a 
preprogrammed part of the genotypic description defines the constraints to the expression of particular 
elements of the phenotype. These agents would, through a series of ‘building development stages’, 
rationalize into a recognizable building. Figure 4 shows a representation of what this might look like in the 
early stages as applied to a type A3 South Australian House. Through the construction of a representation 
that inscribes the different building development stages of the vernacular historical architectural 
(pheno)types, Morphogenetic Prototyping allows us to speculate on the future development of the 
typology based on computational evolutionary processes. When the exploration of appropriate 
representations is complete and we have identified the genotype for our existing architectural typologies, 
we can explore the potentials and limitations in relation to climate change for instance and suggest future 
architectural phenotypes that better represent the future we want for ourselves and our children: one 
that reflects social, cultural and environmental sustainability. We will investigate this potential in future 
work by analyzing the existing archives of south Australian house plans to identify both the evolution and 
development of architectural phenotypes and the genotypes that control them. 

10. Conclusion 
The concepts of phenotypes and genotypes in architecture have been uni-directionally appropriated into 
architecture previously. This paper states that uni-directional theory appropriation limits the 
transdisciplinary utilization of concepts by breaking the link to the source discipline. In response to this 
concern, this paper offers an approach to establish a bi-directional multi-dimensional relationship of 
genotype and phenotype in architecture. relationships to each other. We suggest to revisit those terms in 
the context of the MP framework to explore the use of the Hybrid Concepts (as presented in Table 1) in 
current design and practice and how they can refer back to the source theory. 
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Table 1: Overview of the concepts in the multi-dimensional theory appropriation framework 

Biological concepts  Hybrid 
Concepts 

 Architectural Concepts 

Phenotypic Plasticity ← → Architectural Phenotypic 
Plasticity ← → Limits of adaptation to 

environmental conditions 
Phenotype ← → Architectural Phenotype ← → Architectural Typology 

Genotype ← → Architectural Genotype ← → 
Hiller Spatial configuration 
Gero and Kazakov Design Genes 
Genetic Algorithms 

Biological 
Development stages ← → Building Development 

Stages (McGinley, 2015) ← → Hierarchy (BIM Level of Detail) 
(McGinley, 2015) 

Evolution / 
Phylogenetic trees ← → Extended architectural 

phenotype ← → Architectural history 

 
Table 1 provides an overview of the concepts introduced in this paper and their multidimensional. To 

this end, this paper proposes several novel perspectives: 

 firstly that of viewing evolutionary development as a kind of architectural typological history 
 and secondly of tracing this development using architectural (pheno)types to provide a new way 

to describe architectural typological vernacular development as a phenotypic product of 
architectural genotypes.  

We propose a strategic investigation into the evolution (history) of vernacular typologies to extract 
knowledge about the reaction to local conditions. This can also help us to understand the development 
of these typologies and their phenotypic plasticity in response to the changes we face such as 
architecture’s adaptation to climate change. Future work in this area offers many benefits to the field of 
architectural science including: 

 Clarifying the important role of the vernacular and our environment in the future of architecture; 
 Offering an alternative base unit of architecture to aid in analysis and design; 
 Interrogation of architectural typologies at a genotypic level; 
 Establishment of new research pathways in architecture with external disciplines. 

The presented research represents a step towards understanding the genetic dynamics of 
architectural design and opens up possibilities to transcend knowledge about biological systems inside 
the architectural discourse through the direct link with biological theory through a multi-dimensional 
approach. In future work, starting with the A3 house, we propose the development of a searchable 
typological database for architecture that researchers and designers can use to understand the 
evolutionary development of architectural typologies and design their futures in adaptation and 
homeostasis to our changing climate and environment. 
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